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Three high school seniors have 
each earned $1,000 college 
scholarships awarded by the 

Education Scholarship Foundation of 
the Virginia, Maryland & Delaware 
Association of Electric Cooperatives. 
The recipients are: 

 
• Beverley Arbogast, a student at 

        King George High School,  
        King George 

• Hazen Shryock, a student at  
        Washington & Lee High School,  
        Montross 

• Regan Allen, a student at  
        Rappahannock High School,  
        Warsaw 

 
The students were eligible for 

consideration because their parents are 
consumer-members of Northern Neck 
Electric Cooperative. 

“We commend these students  
on their outstanding academic 
achievements,” says Russell G.  
“Rusty” Brown, chair of the VMDAEC 
Education Scholarship Foundation 
Committee and vice chairman of the 
board of directors at Northern Neck 
Electric Cooperative. “Our electric 
cooperatives are delighted to provide 
support to these worthy students, as 
they represent a future generation of 

leaders in their communities.” 
Recipients were chosen based on a 

competitive screening process that 
considers financial need (40%), 
academic achievement (40%) and 
community involvement (20%). 
Applicants must be a senior graduating 
from either high school or home school 
in 2020. 

They must also provide evidence of 
their acceptance into a post-high school 
educational institution or program. 
These grants can be used to pay for 
tuition, fees and books. 

This year, the Foundation awarded 
57 Worth Hudson scholarships to 
students who live in areas served  
by electric cooperatives in Delaware, 
Maryland and Virginia. The 
scholarships are named in honor  
of Hudson, the Foundation’s first 
chairman.  

Since 2001, the Foundation  
has provided approximately 780 
scholarships totaling more than 
$740,000 to aspiring college students  
as well as to the next generation of 
electric lineworkers. 

The Foundation is funded through 
tax-deductible donations and bequests 
from individuals, proceeds from benefit 
fundraising events and CoBank’s 
Sharing Success Program.  

Local Students Earn Electric 
Co-op College Scholarships

Independence Day 
closing notice:
NNEC’s office will be  
closed on Friday, July 3,  
for Independence Day.  
As always, you may  
contact NNEC 24 hours  
a day, 7 days a week,  
by dialing 1-866-663-2688. 

JULY
FRIDAY3

Northern Neck Electric Cooperative is an  
Equal Opportunity Provider and Employer.

CONTACT US 
85 St. Johns Street, P.O. Box 288 

Warsaw, VA 22572-0288 

Phone               
804-333-3621   •   800-243-2860    

Website 
nnec.coop 

 

Office Hours 
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 

President & CEO 
Greg W. White 

Local Pages Editor 
Jay Garner
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One of the guiding principles for NNEC is a commitment to 
community, and during these unusual times, this is more important now 
than ever. NNEC supports local businesses whenever possible, such as 
co-op member Shelley Pierson’s small business for our company hats. 
The co-op also donated insulated, reusable grocery bags to some local 
Food Lion grocery stores for their use. NNEC is proud to be a part of, 
and support, the communities it serves.

Commitment to Community
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With Cooperative Sunshare, NNEC is offering its residential members  
the opportunity to purchase solar power generated at two Virginia solar 
farms. The dedicated solar energy is available to members in blocks of 50 
kWh and each block costs only $1.17 above what members currently pay  
for 50 kWh of traditional power. Cooperative Sunshare is a great way to use 
renewable solar energy at your residence without the expense of installing  
or maintaining solar panels on your property. Plus, it is helping Virginia go 
green! For more information or to sign up for Cooperative Sunshare, give 
NNEC a call at 804-333-3621. 

Interested in Solar?
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On June 23, 2020, Northern 
Neck Electric Cooperative Vice 
President of Finance Marty 

Mothershead will retire with over 40 
years of service. Marty came to NNEC 
after finishing college and spending a 
summer working for the telephone 
company. He was hired by Assistant 
General Manager Richard Gouldin on 
July 30, 1979, to be assistant 
bookkeeper of plant records. 

Through his career, Marty assumed 
more duties and became a co-op 
accountant before advancing to the 
leadership of the finance department in 
1983. In this leadership role, he was 
responsible for maintaining all 
monetary records and paying all bills of 
the cooperative. He also helped prepare 
monthly financial and board reports, 
while overseeing payroll, capital credits 
and inventory among other things. In 
2004, Marty completed the National 
Rural Electric Cooperative Association’s 
Management Internship Program, 
which is an intense electric cooperative 
management program for senior 
leadership. 

The biggest change he experienced 
while at the co-op was automation and 
technology. He explained that when he 
started at NNEC, financial records were 
recorded manually. Now the latest 
technology allows automation to enter 
records. Marty was also one of the 
pioneers of technology at the co-op, as 
he received the second personal 
computer ever purchased by NNEC. 

Thinking back on what he enjoyed 
most about the co-op, Marty says, “The 
members and the employees have been 
great. When you work with a close-knit 

group of people each day, they 
become family. No one is a stranger.” 
Marty has seen the co-op’s close-knit 
community almost double during his 
career, from roughly 10,000 members, 
when he started in 1979, to more  
than 19,200 members today. He has 
also had the pleasure of serving under  
five co-op presidents (Allin, Gouldin, 
Rice, White and Hicks) and 
previously managing the Customer 
Service and Public Relations 
departments. 

Reflecting on his 
career, Marty says, 
“It has been an 
honor and privilege 
to serve the co-op 
and its members.   
I would like to  
thank the board of 
directors for their 
guidance and 
support and the 
wonderful co-op 
employees for all  
 of their hard work  
to keep the co-op 
financially strong 
through the years.  
Indeed, a 
cooperative is 
maintained by 
everyone working 
together, and I feel 
fortunate to have 
been able to 
experience that 
firsthand at 
Northern Neck 
Electric for my 
entire career.” 

In retirement, he is looking forward 
to boating and fishing on the river and 
enjoying more time with his two sons, 
Tyler and Trevor. 

Marty will be greatly missed by 
everyone at the co-op. His strong 
leadership skills, coupled with his  
soft-spoken nature, allowed him to 
always be welcoming and willing to 
help. We congratulate Marty on his 
much-deserved retirement and wish  
him all the best in the future.  

Marty Mothershead 
Retires with Over 40 
Years of Service 
“The members and the employees have been great. 
When you work with a close-knit group of people 
each day, they become family. No one is a stranger.”

Marty’s first financial report from 1983.
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Joey Gay Retires with 
42 Years of Service 

He never hesitated to help his 
neighbors in times of need. “I have 
enjoyed working at the co-op. Some  
of my most rewarding times have been 
helping to restore power after outages. 
Our members are some of the best 
people I have ever met.” In addition to 
restoring power, Joey also helped with 
a variety of other issues, including once 
freeing a bald eagle that was trapped in 
a tree. 

Some of Joey’s lasting memories 
about his career at NNEC are 
associated with unforgettable storms. 

On June 12, 2020, Northern 
Neck Electric Cooperative Lead 
Lineman-Serviceman Joey Gay 

will retire with 42 years of service. Joey 
was hired to be a laborer on June 12, 
1978, by co-op manager Raymond 
Allin. Over the years, Joey advanced  
in his career to become groundman, 
second-class lineman, first-class 
lineman, crew foreman and lead 
lineman-serviceman. 

As a lineman, Joey has often been 
called away from his family in order to 
help restore power to the community.  

He remembers the ice storm in 
February 1994 hitting the Northern 
Neck. Crews worked long days for two 
weeks helping to restore power to all 
co-op members. In 2005, Joey got the 
chance to travel with other linemen  
to assist an electric cooperative in 
Louisiana after Hurricane Rita. It  
was there he saw some of the worst 
destruction of homes, schools and 
churches he had ever witnessed. 

The greatest change he has 
experienced during his time at  
NNEC has been the advancement  
of technology.  Joey explained that 
members used to read their own meters, 
but today’s smart meters are read 
electronically. This technology has 
helped identify potential outages,  
even if members were out of town.  

Reflecting on his career, Joey says,  
“I have enjoyed serving our members 
and the community, while getting the 
chance to work with some of the best 
employees. I thank Northern Neck 
Electric for its many years of support 
and for giving me the opportunity to  
do something that I have loved for 42 
years.” 

In retirement, he is looking forward 
to hunting, fishing, woodworking, 
gardening and traveling. Joey’s family 
includes his wife, Mary Ann, and 
daughter, Emily. 

NNEC is very grateful for Joey’s 
many years of dedicated service to the 
co-op and its members. His willingness 
to always offer a helping hand to those 
in need, along with his ever-pleasant 
demeanor, will be missed by everyone.  
Congratulations to Joey on his 
retirement, and we wish him all the best 
in the next chapter of his life. 

 

“I have enjoyed serving our members and the community, 
while getting the chance to work with some of the best 
employees. I thank Northern Neck Electric for its many 
years of support and for giving me the opportunity to do 
something that I have loved for 42 years.”
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Energy-Efficiency  
Tip for June

Heating and cooling costs account 
for around half of a user’s energy 
bill according to the U.S. 

Department of Energy. So when it comes 
to reducing energy use and cutting home 
energy costs, the most impact can be 
made by programming the thermostat. 
The right thermostat settings could yield 
energy savings of 8-15%, and new 
technology is making it easier than ever 
to achieve those settings.  

Smart thermostats are Wi-Fi enabled 
and may be controlled remotely through a 
tablet, smartphone or voice control. Some 
models use multiple sensors to monitor 
temperatures in various parts of the home 
for more balanced heating or cooling; 
track user temperature preferences and 
use the data to optimize your heating and 
cooling schedule; and some are designed 
for complex multi-stage systems that will 
control heating, cooling, dehumidifier and 
ventilation systems. 

If you’re interested in controlling 
your thermostat with your voice or an 
app, or in being hands-off and letting it 
learn your habits, you should consider a 
smart thermostat. To narrow your 
choices, factor in smart features, price 
and attributes that matter most to you, 
such as color, size or style, and make 
sure the chosen product supports your 
HVAC system. 

The Nest 3rd Generation Learning 
Thermostat and Ecobee4 are the most 
popular and sophisticated devices in this 
category. Both devices are usually priced 
around $250, but consumers can easily 
recoup their money in energy cost  
savings. 

There are many similarities between 
the two thermostats. Both can be 

adjusted via computer, tablet, 
smartphone, Google Assistant or 
Amazon Alexa device (the Ecobee4 even 
has a built-in Alexa-enabled speaker). 
And both thermostats can interact with 
other smart devices and utilize 
geofencing — using your phone’s GPS to 
determine if you’re home, then 
automatically adjusting the temperature. 
Nest’s geofencing works with multiple 
phones, while Ecobee supports just one 
phone. Ecobee makes up for this with its 
more sophisticated sensors. 

The Nest and Ecobee offer for 
purchase remote sensors that allow the 
thermostat to take readings from any 
room throughout your home and adjust 
the temperature accordingly. This can 
be an advantage if your thermostat is 
located near a draft or in direct sunlight. 
The Ecobee’s sensors go one step further 
with occupancy sensing, which notices 
if there is movement in the house, in 
order to override geofencing if the 
primary phone user leaves the house 
and someone is still there. 

While many of the features are 
similar, there a few that are notably 
different and can help you determine 
which is right for you.  

Nest, powered by a rechargeable 
battery, is a learning thermostat and 
automatically learns your schedule. 
When you begin using Nest, it makes a 
few assumptions and creates a baseline 
for its schedule. As you adjust the 
temperature up or down, Nest records 
it, and after a week, learns your 
schedule and the temperature settings 
you prefer. From then, it continues to 
learn and respond to your adjustments. 
Nest also records 10 days of energy use 

data that shows you a visual of the times 
your system turned on and off during 
those 10 days. Nest also sends a monthly 
email report that includes a summary of 
your energy use compared to previous 
months and other Nest users. 

Ecobee must be hardwire installed, 
utilizes a touchscreen and can analyze 
HVAC data for 18 months. All 
temperature and motion data from the 
thermostat and sensors is recorded, and 
can be accessed online by the owner to 
help you monitor total energy use, how 
the weather influences your use, and 
how your home efficiency compares to 
other users in your area. 

The two thermostats also can connect 
with various energy devices in your 
home. Ecobee recognizes dehumidifiers 
and ventilators, and Next recognizes heat 
pumps and auxiliary heat.  

For those looking for a smart 
thermostat with fewer bells and 
whistles, the Honeywell Lyric T5+ is 
one of the market’s most popular, 
priced around $135. While it can’t 
sense your presence or learn your 
schedule, it does have the geofencing 
feature and can interact with other 
smart-home devices, such as turning on 
lights when you arrive or leave home.  

Whichever fits your lifestyle and 
preferences, a smart thermostat is a 
good investment that can help you save 
energy and money in a more 
convenient way than ever. 

 
 
 

Maura Giles writes on consumer and 
cooperative affairs for the National Rural 
Electric Cooperative Association, the 
national trade association representing 
electric co-ops in Virginia, Maryland and 
Delaware, and across the country.

Smart Thermostat Options  
A Comparison of the Market’s Smartest and Most Popular
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of your energy bills. Try to keep the difference 
between the temperature of your thermostat 
setting and the outside temperature to a 
minimum. The smaller the difference, the 
more energy you will save. 
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Ames Department Store in Warsaw became a member of NNEC when it 
opened in June 1984. For years, the store served customers throughout the 
area with much-appreciated goods. Today, the building is still a retail location, 
as it is home to the local Tractor Supply store. 

Flashback Corner

CONSERVE ENERGY  
BETWEEN 3 & 7 PM 

NNEC pays a monthly demand 
charge based on peak energy use. By 
limiting the amount of power purchased 
during these “peak” high-priced energy 
periods, the cooperative can reduce its 
total power costs and minimize future 
increases in our energy charge to you. 

The Beat the Peak message will be 
activated when electric usage and 
demand for power are very high. The 
message will request you, our members, 
to help us Beat the Peak between the 
hours of 3-7 p.m. by: 

 
• Raising your thermostat by  

        3 degrees;  
• Delaying major appliance use, 

        such as clothes washers and   
        dryers; and  

• Delaying hot water use from  
        3-7 p.m. 

 
You will receive a Beat the Peak 

message on radio stations, Facebook 
and emails to those members who  
have provided their addresses. 

WE NEED YOUR HELP. Together 
we can Beat the Peak by using our 
electricity resources wisely. Sign up  
for NNEC’s Beat the Peak alert 
notification by accessing your  
account online.  

Please visit nnec.coop for 
information on the Beat the Peak  
energy program and tips for 
conserving energy on the Energy 
Conservation link. Thank you for 
helping us Beat the Peak. 

Summer is a 
Good Time to
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NOW/PREPARE  
Sign up for local alerts and warnings. 

Monitor local news and weather reports. 
Prepare to evacuate by testing your 

emergency communication plan(s), learning 
evacuation routes, having a place to stay, and 
packing a “go bag.” 

Stock emergency supplies. 
Protect your property by installing sewer 

backflow valves, anchoring fuel tanks, reviewing 
insurance policies, and cataloging belongings. 

Collect and safeguard critical financial, 
medical, educational, and legal documents 
and records. 

DURING/SURVIVE  
Follow guidance from local authorities. 
If advised to evacuate, grab your “go bag” 

and leave immediately. 
For protection from high winds, stay away 

from windows and seek shelter on the lowest 
level in an interior room. 

Move to higher ground if there is flooding 
or a flood warning. 

Turn Around Don’t Drown.® Never walk 
or drive on flooded roads or through water. 

Call 9-1-1 if you are in life-threatening danger. 

AFTER/BE SAFE  
Return to the area only after authorities 

say it is safe to do so. Do not enter damaged 
buildings until they are inspected by qualified 
professionals. 

Never walk or drive on flooded roads or 
through floodwaters. 

Look out for downed or unstable trees, 
poles, and power lines. 

Do not remove heavy debris by yourself. 
Wear gloves and sturdy, thick-soled shoes to 
protect your hands and feet. 

Do not drink tap water unless authorities 
say it is safe. 

For more resources about hurricane risk, visit 
ready.gov/prepare. Source: fema.gov.

Hurricane Season is Here
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